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Introduction

Strong Black Woman. Black Girl Magic. Tropes
or truths? Affirmations or Motivations? All of
the above or none at all? As a Black woman
and author of fantasy novels with magic-
wielding witches, I must admit that I love the
concept of Black females as magic users.
Indeed, all my heroines are, in varying
respects, strong Black women. However, they
are not strong Black women because they can
manipulate elemental energy, heal diseases
with a thought, or even transform into a fire-
breathing dragon but because they are, at
their core, women with wants, desires, and
flaws.

M y  W h y  a n d  W h a t

T H E  C O L O R  O F  M Y  R E S I L I E N C E



They are beautifully, wonderfully imperfect. They struggle, and they fall. They
love, and they hate. They have a heroine’s arc in which they overcome an
enemy—internal, external, or both. They utilize magic as they progress through
their heroine’s journey because they are fantasy characters with extraordinary
powers readers want to see them use to the greatest effect. But magic takes
them only so far. The use of magic is not the key to solving their issues—the
conflict on which their arc hinges. The best conflicts for a heroine are the ones
that cannot be pummeled into submission or magicked out of existence.
Conflicts of the mind and heart are what keeps a reader riveted to the story,
turning pages or swiping left. Readers want to cheer for a worthy heroine. And
what heroine is more deserving of the title of Black Girl Magic than one who
bleeds yet digs deep in search of resilience? One who cries, curses, and
sometimes despairs but manages to find the roots of the nearest tree of life
and pull herself up—wobbly knees and shaky hands but steady feet.

Imperfect. Flawed. Resilient.

Strong Black Woman. These three words can motivate, but they can also
intimidate and misrepresent. They have been used as both an insult and as a
rallying cry—an acknowledgment of our intersectionality of oppression and 
 minimization of our struggles and pain.



There is no otherworldly magic in a Black woman’s capacity to survive, no
more than there is in her ability to thrive despite racism, sexism, classism,
homophobia, and so on. At the end of a tiring day, Black Girl Magic is old-
fashioned grit and perseverance. It is tears, laughter, and faith—love,
exhaustion, and frustration. Black Girl Magic is a wily cat to some. A unicorn of
myth for others. But to those who can wrangle it into submission, it is hope
found at the bottom of a jar of quarters.

Use in case of an emergency. 

Strong Black Woman. Black Girl Magic. Who are we? Who do we want to
become? My journey has brought me to this place, not a concealed stop
Harriet would’ve made on her dangerous trek from the south to the north but
a woman’s mission of freedom and self-actualization. In what world—fantasy or
real—must a woman undertake her heroine’s journey alone? None. Let us build
our resilience together.

N.D. Jones



44.3% of Black women die of heart disease
and cancer

 14.9% of Black women age 1-19 years die
from homicide

5.5% of Black women age 1-19 die from
suicide

6.7% of Black women age 20-44 die from
homicide

29.8% of Black women age 45-64 die of
cancer

25.3% of Black women age 65-84 die of
cancer

27.2% of Black women age 85 years and
older die of heart disease

    

   

     

     

    

N o t - S o - F u n  F a c t s

Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Leading
Causes of Death - Females - Non-Hispanic black - United States,

2017 (2019)



H o w  T h i s  B o o k  i s  O r g a n i z e d

The book is divided into five chapters and three parts. The first chapter—The
Woman with Resolve: How Do I Persevere?—provides an opportunity for you
to describe your struggles and to reflect on your resilience. The other four
chapters—The Woman in the Mirror, The Woman with Heart, The Woman
with Helping Hands, and the Woman of Good Health—cover aspects of
resilience, such as self-care and management of emotions. This is the
guidebook portion of the book. Each chapter includes topics that contribute
to the Not-So-Fun Facts listed above. Keep this question in mind: What is
within my sphere of control and influence? Your answers are the rich soil
from which the most flagrant perennials will grow. You are your best change
agent.

The second part of the book is the journal. While there are opportunities to
journal in part one, part two provides six different reflection strategies—long
and short reflections, notes of appreciation, artful thinking, letters to
emotions, and perspective writing from a selection of timely and relevant
topics. You may find you prefer one or two methods over the others. Comfort
level and engagement are essential, but consider trying them all once.
Sometimes, a gem is hidden in plain sight.



The third part of the book—Leveling Up—contains copies of the forms and
reflection pages from part one. Think of this book as a “living” document. The
topics and activities are not timebound. They are meant to serve you for
years to come—long after you have filled the pages with your wisdom,
happiness, and, yes, even with your heartache. When you brainstorm a
Month of Joy activities in part one, for example, turn the task into a healthy,
lifelong practice. When you identify your allies at home, work and school,
allow the importance of forming allies to follow you through every aspect of
your life. Section three is a reminder that resilience is as much about
knowing, doing, and reflecting as it is about knowing, doing, and reflecting
over and again.

Finally, there are poems and essays written by Black women. From a college
student to a small business owner to a USA Today bestselling author, these
women have opened their hearts and shared their stories of resilience.

 



What This Book Is and What It Is Not
 

The Color of My Resilience is a guidebook and journal intended to foster
and support self-awareness and reflection in a safe environment. Despite the
personal and sensitive nature of the topics herein, this book does not offer
advice or seek to replace medical treatment. If you are in therapy or
counseling, follow orders from your medical professional. If you require
medical support, seek the necessary assistance from a qualified and licensed
professional.

Finally, all journeys do not need to be undertaken alone or in secret. Indeed,
some of the best trips are those traveled with others. Two key ingredients to
building resilience are the willingness to experience vulnerability and the
strength to say no.

On behalf of those who love and care about you, thank you for choosing to
increase your resilience. 

Be safe. 
Be strong. 
Be healthy.





PART 1
GUIDEBOOK





Harriet Tubman

”WHEN I FOUND I HAD
CROSSED THAT LINE, I

LOOKED AT MY HANDS TO
SEE IF I WAS THE SAME

PERSON. THERE WAS SUCH A
GLORY OVER EVERYTHING.”





The Woman
with Resolve

 
How Do I
Persevere?





What it means for me to be a Black woman in
the 21st century





MIDNIGHT MUSINGS

NKOSAZANA KEMRAHA
Student, Towson University

As I breathe in the midnight air
Basking in the 
Cool salty spray of water.
Ever far away on the waves, and
foamy water rushes on the beach.
Gentle yet dangerous, the deep blue.
Here to sweep me up and fold me
Inside it's depth gently,
Just enough for me to feel weightless.
Knots of nerves leave me as I
Lean back and embrace my
Mortality fully, no bullshit.
No one to pretend for,
Over and under the waves move around me.
Pushing and pulling reminding me that within the
Quiet there is noise; and stillness hides chaos.
Remember to be cautious of those who remain 
Silent but aware. whether you take heed of it or not
Think of all the times and circumstances of the past
Unfinished and saved for last.
Vague instances that are lost to time.



WHAT'S MY
WHY?
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WHAT'S ON MY
MIND?

"Never be afraid to sit awhile
and think."

LORRAINE
HANSBERRY



RESILIENCE
What words, images, and people that come 

to mind when you think of the 
word resilience?
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"An ability to
recover from or
adjust easily to
misfortune or
change."

"Resilience is that
ineffable quality
that allows some
people to be
knocked down by
life and come back
stronger than ever.
Rather than letting
failure overcome
them and drain their
resolve, they find a
way to rise from the
ashes."

Process of adapting
well in the face of
diversity, trauma,
tragedy, threats, or
significant sources
of stress--such as
family and
relationship
problems, serious
health problems, or
workplace and
financial stressors.".

Psychology Today
in Positive
Psychology

Merriam Webster American
Psychological
Association
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THE STRUGGLE IS
REAL

Reflect on a time in your life when you weren't as resilient as you
wanted or needed to be.

 
What were the consequences?

What were the barriers to your resilience?
What lesson(s) did you learn?



THE STRUGGLE IS
REAL



"Serious mental illness (SMI) rose
among all ages of Black and African
American people between 2008 and

2018."

"Binge drinking, smoking (cigarettes and
marijuana), illicit drug use and

prescription pain reliever misuse are more
frequent among Black and African

American adults with mental illnesses."

"Adult Blacks and African
Americans are more likely

to have feelings of
sadness, hopelessness, and
worthlessness than adult

whites." 

Source: Mental Health America (2020) Black and
African American Communities and Mental Health

"Black and African American people
living below poverty are twice as likely
to report serious psychological distress
than those living over 2x the poverty

level." 



" A f r i c a n  A m e r i c a n  f e m a l e s ,  g r a d e s  9 - 1 2 ,
w e r e  7 0  p e r c e n t  m o r e  l i k e l y  t o  a t t e m p t

s u i c i d e  i n  2 0 1 7 ,  a s  c o m p a r e d  t o  n o n -
H i s p a n i c  w h i t e  f e m a l e s  o f  t h e  s a m e  a g e . "

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Minority Health (2019), Mental
and Behavioral Health - African Americans
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"If we give our
children sound self-
love, they will be

able to deal
with whatever life
puts before them."

bell
hooks



MY RESILIENT SELF

Reflect on a time in your life when you felt truly resilient.
 

What happened?
What supports were available to you?

What lesson(s) did you learn?
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LEARNING TO CRY

DARIEL RAYE
USA Today Bestselling Author

Falling into the car seat after an especially long day at the mental health
center—longer because my body did not feel like my own, I prayed just like I
did every day, placing my clients’ problems in God’s hands as I left to face
my own. Swollen ankles and occasional dizziness meant I needed to make
time in my hectic schedule for a visit to the doctor, so I did. My doctor
scheduled a battery of tests, and that day, it was time to receive the results.

“Are you sitting down?”

I sat on the side of the bed. The nurse always called with messages and test
results, but today, it was the doctor. Sickness was no stranger to me. Born
with a heart murmur, the portent of health problems had been constant as
far back as I could remember. Rheumatic heart at age five led to a
prescription of daily antibiotics to protect me from infections because a
common cold could kill me. Subsequent debilitating rheumatoid arthritis at
age fifteen and myriad health problems along the way brutally equipped
me for the battle I faced. Still, despite the unwanted preparation, it’s not
easy to accept that your life will never be the same.

The room faded as I ended the call with my doctor and called my mother.
Who you call in times of crisis is revelatory. I quickly relayed the news.
“Mama, I’m on my way to the hospital. The doctor wants me to see a
specialist because he thinks I have kidney failure.”



LEARNING TO CRY

DARIEL RAYE
USA Today Bestselling Author

Over the next few months, life as I knew it came to an abrupt halt. I
underwent painful procedures and several surgeries in thirty days. Both of
my kidneys were failing due to complications from the rheumatoid disorder
from childhood, and over the course of that year, I underwent more
surgeries than I could count on both hands. There was no time to
acknowledge what was happening, let alone adjust. The tears I cried during
that call to my mother were the last physical signs of grief I showed for a
long time. 

Despite being a daddy’s girl, I had no tears for his funeral - the man who
kept track of every family member’s keys, my on-call mechanic, even when I
was married, the guardian who drove across town and let himself into my
house at 6:30 am to check on me after my divorce because he was “in the
neighborhood.” In the mid-stages of Alzheimer’s disease, when I started
dialysis, we lost him after watching his brilliant mind fracture and fade.
Numbness consumed me.

 Survival required all of my energy as anger and depression hi-jacked my
positive outlook and turned me into someone I’d never met. I had been
“good,” it wasn’t fair, and I had to deal with this new reality for the rest of
my life. I felt God nudging me onto the path I’d minimized.
 There’s always something, an interest, a gift, an ability, or even a belief
that pulls us back, centers, and grounds us when we lose our way. I’ve often
heard people say you should never question God, but who understands
better when we vent or seek to understand? So, I vented, finally learning
lessons that eventually gave me peace. 



LEARNING TO CRY

DARIEL RAYE
USA Today Bestselling Author

Slowly, amid my ranting, the anger began to subside in stages as I
incorporated new rituals and ways of thinking into my ‘Type A’ perspective.
Just as I’d always given my clients’ problems to God at the end of the day, I
learned to do the same with my own, opening my conversation with God
each morning. Instead of checking my calendar and rushing through my ‘to-
do’ list for the day, I meditated and prayed, focusing on the many good
things in my life instead of lamenting the losses. 

Some drifted away for reasons related to their own lack instead of my own,
but their disappearance helped me appreciate my loved ones who
supported me even more. I have always been extremely independent, and
learning to depend on others is still a work in progress.
My life has changed drastically since the kidney failure diagnosis, June
2005, requiring a new vision and granting a second chance to get things
right. I value quality relationships, appreciate the creative gifts God has
given, laugh, cry, and live with less ‘busy-ness’ and more joy – singing,
playing instruments, creating art, and writing. 





ZORA NEALE
HURSTON

"Sometimes, I feel
discriminated against,

but it does not make me
angry. It merely

astonishes me. How can
any deny themselves the
pleasure of my company?

It's beyond me."





TYPES OF ABUSE

CULTURAL IDENTITY

 

ECONOMIC/FINANCIAL

 

MENTAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL

PHYSICAL

 

SEXUAL

 

VERBAL/EMOTIONAL



Cultural Identity
A person's cultural identity is used
to harm them (Ex: use of racial
slurs; denial of religious practices;
use of homophobic language; anti-
dreadlock or braids policy)

Physical
Harm to a person's body or 
a threat of harm (Ex: hitting; 
kickin; strangling; reckless
driving)

Economic/Financial
An exertion of power and control
via financial means (Ex: creation of
debt; denial of access to bank
account; prevention of employment)

Mental/Psychological

Words and actions that serve to
diminish a person's sense of self
and mental sanity (Ex: repeat
accusation of being "crazy"; denial
of factual events; lectures; digital
spying)

Sexual
Forced sexual acts and/or
using sex as a weapon (Ex: 
rape; criticism of sexual
performance; restriction of
access to birth control and
condoms)

Verbal/Emotional

Words used that can damage a
person's sense of self and self-
esteem (Ex: name-calling;
derogatory "pet names"; public
embarrassment)

Source: Reach Beyond Domestic Violence (2016)


